In Freeman's new upcoming book, he talks not only about online voting but how the newest and most
advanced technologies can help solve many of America's problems. For example, Dr. Freeman has a way to
separate kids from the proven psychological ravages of internet porn. Porn needs to be moved to its own
domain classification away from kids. Just as we have .com .gov and .edu, porn needs to be segmented also
and become .PRN. This plus the application of AI (Artificial Intelligence), use of better parental software,
and use of a computer's MAC (media access control) address, can turn the tide and keep kids from accessing
porn. Teenage boys are addicted to porn (for hours a day) and porn devastates the reputation of females and
portrays them as lowlifes. No woman should allow this to be happening "in plain sight." Porn also harms
guys because it creates expectations reality will never match! Porn is not just sex anymore. Today porn
includes depraved violence, underage participants, and use of pets in a sexual manner, and many types of
brutal and borderline illegal behaviors. If you do not believe me search of few sexually disgusting terms into
your browser. But I have a warning for you. There will be NO WARNING. Now think of kids seeing this
anytime day or night?
Sadly
porn
today
means
anyone
(degenerates included) can create it, nobody
gets to vet it, and yet such material has direct
access to teenage gray matter. This is absurd
and must change. Kids must be (as they once
were) a protected class not an exploited one!
And Worse yet, Porn is the actual witnessing
of an invent. Witnessing is much more
impactful on the psyche than watching the
same pretend behaviors on TV, movies, or
video games. Freeman says porn and youths
must be separated NOW.
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